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£tzCertainly.”
the medical dictator of this little com and murder were related—the lady
wakened Iler jealousy the more, for > he
44 Oh, very well,—we’ll not disturb seemed
:
munity. I am not able to say how of told of several distressed swains who
vexed to find her slave an hon
ten they pledged each other in the salu had incontinently hanged themselves the gentleman—the stage is ready, <est man ; and to justify her former
PUBLISHED BY
brious beverage ; but when the reader for their mistresses, and the gentleman madam—-jump in.” Mrs. Fitzconnell hsuspicions, tried to bribe him with mon
JAMES K. REMICH,
* to become the thief she wished to
is informed that the quantum prescribed as often asseverated that not ,one of jumped in and was soon on her way to j ey
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
to a delicate female varies from four to those martyred lovers adored the ob New-York, leaving the gallant and in-11prove him. He threatened her with
eight glasses, according to the nature ject of his passion, with half the fer genious Major to provide another con- • ithe stocks, and turned her out of the
of her complaint, and that a lady can vour which he felt for his own, sweet, veyance^ and a new wife, at his leisure. house: but as she still continued her
importunities, and as other slaves be
not decorously sip more than one darling, precious little Anne! At last,
. [from THE NEW-YORK MIRROR.]
mouthful without drawing breath, it throwing his arm over his wife’s chair,
gan
to assemble about the door, be
EARLY REFLECTIONS;
■
her at last as a thief* and vowed
Fashionable Watering Places. will be seen that ample time was af he said carelessly.
There is a charm in the scenes of treated
1
44 Who has the management of your early life which time nor absence can he would flog her if she did not depart.
forded on this occasion for a tete-a-tete.
BY A VILLAGE BEAU.
property, my dear ?”
banish,—-they create impressions as Thinking he would not proceed to such
Miss Simper appeared at Saratoga The ice being thus broken and the wa
44 You have, my darling,” replied asting as they are pleasant, and elicit an
ter
duly
quaffed,
the
gentleman
propo

’ extremity as this, or being carried
jn an elegant suit of Sable. She was
she.
away
with rage to find herself thus
sed
a
promenade,
to
which
the
lady,
af

often
a
§mile
at
their
recollections.
—
;
said to be in mourning for her father,
44 I shall have, when I get it,” said Returning from some far distant cli- foiled,
she
began to abuse him, threat
ter
some
little
hesitation,
acceded
;
and
;
an opulent broker in Baltimore, recent
the husband—44 I meant to inquire, in mate to the home of our childhood ening
to have him flogged ; on which
when
the
great
bell
summoned
them
to
1
ly deceased. Grief had wasted her
whose possession it was at present?”
after years of absence, how is every he rather expeditiously pulled up her
health and weeping had washed away breakfast, they repaired to the table
44 It is all in your own possession,” feeling aroused in contemplating‘the clothes
to chastise her, in the presence
with
excellent
appetites,
and
cheeks
1
her roses, and she was come to recov
said the lady.
places of youthful sports where in inno of a score of her own subjects, who
er her appetite, and re-animate her glowing with healthful hues, produced
44 Do not trifle with me,” said the cent festivity we have gamboled de started at the sight of her white skin as
blushes. Miss Simper, of course was by the exercise of the morning.
gentleman, patting her cheeks—44 you lighted and uninterrupted, when care if, they had seen a devil. 1 can hard
At
ten
o
’
clock
the
lady
issued
forth
an heiress, and attracted great atten
have made me the happy master of
ly imagine the feelings with which she
tion. The gentlemen called her a from her chamber, adorned with new your person, and it is time to give me waj a stranger to our bosoms. All the walked back to the great house, though
charms,
by
the
recent
labours
of
the
toi

gay
dreams
of
infantine
days
ndw
rush
beauty, and talked a great deal of her
the disposal of your fortune.
jmperceptibly upon our minds. We one might think she felt nothing, for
real estate, bank stock, and securities. let, and strolling pensively, book in hand
44 JVly face is my fortune, kind sir,” behold the pebbly brook which mean she laughs at the story in all compa
to
the
farthest
corner
of
the
great
piaz

Some of the ladies thought her com
said she, lying her head on his shoul dered through the fields, still sparkling nies.
Williams^ Jour»
plexion too sallow, and some objected za, commenced her studies. It hap der.
pened,
at
the
same
moment,
that
the
its
little
bubbles
as
silently
it
winds
its
to the style of her dress. Mrs. High
44 To be plain with you madam,” said
An old Fashioned Marriage Portion»
flyer said she had not the air of a wo Major fresh from his valet’s hands hied the impassioned bridegroom, 44I have course ; we behold the rising hill which
Capt. John Hull, who was one of the
himself
to
the
same
cool
retreat,
to
we
have
so
often
clambered
for
berries
man of fashion, while Capt. Hilliard
need of money immediately—the hir and fruit in all the ardor of youthful im first founders of the Old South Church, .
breath
forth
the
melancholy
musings
of
pronounced her a suspicious sail and
his soul upon his flute. Seeing thé Tady ed gig in which we came to this place, patience ; we behold our home—our Capt. of the Ancient and Honourable
declared his belief that she was a pri
he
hesitated, begged pardon for his in is returned, and I have not the means sweet home, with its domains around, Artillary, a Representative of the town,
vateer in disguise. The fair stranger
trusion,
and was about to retire—-but to procure another conveyance.”
and the sight awakens recollections of and in 1680 an Assistant, was a man of
however, walked daily to the fountain,
44 To be equally candid with you departed joys that have flown on the wealth. A daughter of his was marri
the
lady
assured
him
it
was
44
no
intru

modestly cast down her eyes when ga
sir,” replied the happy bride,44I have
ed to Major Samuel Sewall. As usual
zed at, and seemed unconscious of all sion at all,” and laid aside her book. nothing in the world but what you wing of time; we behold youthful in those days, the father was expected
companions,
now
arrived
at
the
years
The
gentleman
was
soon
seated
beside
but her own horrors. About this time,
see.”
of manhood ; and those lovely fair to give his daughter a marriage por
He begged
to know the subject
Major Fitzconnell appeared upon the. her.
---- ------00
- ,
44 Have you no real estate ?” said the ones that we were once so often used tion. 44 So father Hull, after his daugh
|Jy scene. He was a tall handsome of her researches and was delighted
to assistinthejuvenile sports, nowgrown ter was completely, and richly too,
nan, of easy address and polished with the taste, displayed m the choice Major starting on his feet.
64 Not an acre,”
to womanhood, united to objects of dressed and prepared for the ceremony,
manners, who seemed to regard all of her author; she Barnes ly sohcited
44No bank stock?”
their choice, and domesticated in con caused her to be put into one side of a
around him with an air of very polite a display of his musical talents, a
44 None.”
tentment, with smiling cherubs prattling large pair of scales, in the presence of
unconcern. He was announced as an ! was enraptured with every no e; and
t
44
No
securities,
no
jewels,
no
moaround them. But the change that has her friends, and then piled on dollars
officer in his Britanic Majesty’s service,! when the same impertinent bell which
taken place however, in friends near and crowns, silver money, until they
and brother to Earl Somebody in En-, had curtailed their morning walk, againi ney?”
Nothing
of
the
kind.
”
and dear, often casts a sadness over the weighed her down.” Report says she
gland. It was reported that he had sounded m their ears, they were sur44 Are you not the daughter anc mind and reverses the current of our was a plump hearty girl—this must
U landed possessions in the west.! prised to find how swiftly time had
feelings.-Some intimate & bosom friend, have been a fat marriage portion in
He did not appear to seek society, but I flown, and chagrined that the common heiress of a rich broker ?”
44
Not
1,
indeed.
”
Boston News Letter»
has been called to a distant part. An those days.
was too well bred to repel any civiliJ place operation of eating was so often
44 Who the devil are you then!”
other,
absorbed
in
the
care
and
bustle
allowed
to
interrupt
the
feast
of
reason
ties which were offered him. The gen- i
441 am your wife, sir, and the daugh‘ of the world, meets you with a cold in
KILL OR CURE.
the flow of wit.
tlemen were well pleased with his good and
'•
ter
of a very honest blacksmith.”
A Doctor in Scotland was employed
difference,
&
scarce
recollects
the
feel

At
four
o
’
clock
the
military
stranger
1
sense, his knowledge of the world, and
44 Bless me,” exclaimed the Major, ings
j
that once bound him to you. Rel- by
1 a poor man to attend to his wife
the suavity of his manners, but as he handed Miss Simper into an elegant starting back with astonishment—then .
who was dangerously ill. The Doctor
atives
have
been
scattered
to
lands
agig,
and
drove
to
the
neighboring
vil¡
seemed to avoid the ladies they had |
covering
his face with both his hands, <far off i and the fell destroyer, Time, 4gave a hint that he had fears of not be
]age;
where,
rumour
soon
proclaimed
1
litttle opportunity of estimating his
that this interesting pair were united in he remained for a taorhtni absorbed in’ has almost erased you from their re ing paid. 441 have five pounds,” says
qualities.
thought. Resuming his serenity, he
the man to the Doctor,44 and if you fciZZ
Major Fitzconnell and Miss Simper the holy bands of matrimony. For said in a sneering tone,441 congratulate collection—Death, the narrow house, or cure you shall have it.” The wo
has
called
many
to
tenant
his
dwelling.
met by accident at the fountain. The once the many tongues of fame spoke you madam, on being the wife of a beg
man died under the Doctor’s hands ;
officer who had just filled his glass at truly—and when the happy Major re gar like yourself. 1 am a ruined man, These saddening impressions are often and after a reasonable time he called
augmented
by
beholding
the
reverses
of
her approach presented it to the lady, turned 'tfith his blushing bride, all and know not whence to supply my
fortune which have taken place among for his five pounds. The man asked
who in sipping the transparent ele could see that the embarrassment of the immediate wants.”
acquaintances ; many who once were the Doctor if he killed his wife ? 44 No.”
ment, dropped her handkerchief. The lover was exchanged for the triumph
44 Can you not draw upon the earl, in affluence, and basked in the sunshine 44 Did you cure her ? 44 No.” 44 Then,”
ant
smile
of
the
delighted
bridegroom.
gentleman very gallantly picked up
your brother ?” said the lady.
of prosperity and happiness, are now said the poor man,44 you have no legal
the cambric, and restored it to the own It is hardly necessary to add that such
44
1
have
not
the
honor
of
being
alli

in penury and want, wretched and un demand.”
er—but the blushing damsel, abashed was the salutary effect of this pleasing ed to the nobility.”
happy. Home, sweet home, seems for
event,
that
the
44
young
couple
”
found
by the easy attentions of an elegant
44 Perhaps you can have recourse to a moment to lose its charms in thus be
SALT AS A MANURE.
themselves
restored
instantaneously
to
stranger, in her confusion lost her ret
the paymaster of your regiment ?”
At Lanhingey, in the parish of St.
holding the numerous changes which
perfect
health
;
and
on
the
following
icule which the soldier gracefully re
441 do not happen to belong to any have taken place, as it were, but yes Golomb, Cornwall, the estate of the
placed upon her wrist, with a most res morning they bade adieu to Saratoga regiment.”
terday : for we cannot realize the fleet Reverend Mr. Trefusis, 500 lbs. of salt
springs.
pectful bow.
44 And have you no lands in Arkan- ness with which Time passes, nor the per acre used in a field prepared for
44
This
is
a
very
ungenteel
affair
!
”
A courtesy on the one side, and an
! sas?”
variegated track which marks his rapid barley, produced this harvest the ex
other bow on the other, terminated the said Mrs. Highflyer, 441 never heard
44 Not an acre.”
flight. We behold things as they were traordinary quantity of twenty-five
.
the
beat
of
it
in
my
born
days
!
”
said
civilities of this meeting.— The gentle
44
Pray
then
sir,
may
I
take
the
lib

in youth, in measure unmindful that Cornish bushels per acre, with straw
man pursued his walk, and the lady a fat shopkeeper’s lady. 44 How fun- erty of asking who you are ?”
we ourselves have changed also like of so superior quality, that it is fit for
¡
ny
’
”
cried
one
young
lady.
.
44
How
returned to her chamber. 1 hat Miss
44
1
am
your
husband,
madam,
at
objects which appear so strangely al the bonnet manufacture. The Rever
Simper felt duly sensible of the honour• shocking!” exclaimed another.—-44 E- your service, and only son to a famous tered around us. It is the early Im end Gentleman, has also one of the fin
.
gad
that
’
s
a
keen,
smart
girl!
”
said
of having elicited three graceful con
gambler, who left me heir to his prin pressions that alone remain unchanged est fields of turnips in the parish, pro
gees from the brother of an English one gentleman. 44 She’s a tickler, I ciples and profession.”
with us—they are lasting; and when duced by using the same quantity of
earl cannot be doubted ; nor can we; warrant her !” said a second. 44 She’s
44 My father gave me a good educa we view the spots that awaken them, salt.
'
a
pirate,
by
thunder!
”
roared
Capt.
suppose, without injustice to that gen
tion,” said the lady.
we scarce can realize that years have
tleman’s taste, that he saw with indif Hilliard.
CHEAP PAINT.
44 So did mine,” said the gentleman, flown away since they were created.
In
the
mean
while
the
new
married
ference the mantling blushes, which
Take
a
pound of potatoes, skinned
44
but
it
has
not
prevented
me
from
those attentions had drawn forth : cer pair were pursuing their journey by trump-ing the wrong trick this time.”
and well baked, bruise them in three
Black and White—Cut^Cut Behind»
easy
stages
towards
theCity
of
New
tain it is, however, as they separated,
I saw a lady to day, whose curiosity' or four times that weight of boiling wa
So saying, Major Fitzconnell bounc
in opposite directions, neither of them York. We all know 44 how the blest ed out of the chamber, hastened to the
has lately betrayed her into an ualucky • ter, and pass them through a hair
was seen to cast44 one lingering, linger charms of nature improve when we see bar, and called the landlord* His in
scrape. Imagining that her husband’s; seive. Add 2 pounds fine chalk in
them
reflected,
”
and so on, and we
ing look behind.
powder, mixed with double its weight
teresting bride followed on tiptoe, and
As I had
the privilege of intrud can readily imagine 44 how happy the listened unobserved. The Major in negroes stole top much sugar from the of water, and stir the whole well togeth
boiling
and
curing
houses,
she
disguis

days
of
Thalaba
past
by
”
on
this
occa

ing into Liner of their chambers, I can
er. This mixture will form a glue to
quired 44 at what hour the mail stage
not say what fairy forms might have sion. Uninterrupted by ceremonious would pass for New-York.” 44 About ed herself as a black woman, by paint which any coloring matter may be add
ing
her
face,
and
tying
up
her
hair
in
a
visits,
unrestrained
by
the
presence
of
flittered around the magic pillow, npr
midnight,” was the reply. 14 Please to white handkerchief; thus drest like a ed, even charcoal, brick or soot, which
whether the fair one dreamed of coats third parties, surrounded by all the secure me a seat,” said the Major,
will make a cheap and durable paint,
of arms, kettledrums and epauletts. In blandishments which give enchantment 44 and let me be waked at the proper slave, with a basket of fish on her head, for barns, and fences.
she knocked at the house of the head
to
the
rural
scene,
it
is
not
surprising
short.—I am not able to inform the in
hour.” 44 Only one seat ?” inquired the driver on her estate in the dusk of the
quisitive reader, whether the parties that our lovers should often digress host. 44 One seat only,” was the re evening. As soon as she was admitted,
A German herdsman is at present
from
the
beaten
road,
and
as
often
thought of each other at all; but from
astonishing
all Paris by his performanply,—The landlord remarked that it she closed the door after her, and tathe extreme difficulty of again bringing- linger at a romantic spot, or a secluded was customary for gentlemen, who set king the fish from her head, she dis- ces on the
' Jews-Harp.
’
..By dint of
two such different persons in contact, I cottage.
great
application
he
has
converted
played
them
before
the
eyes
of
the
;
I
Several days had now elapsed, and off in the night, to pay their fare in ad
am inclined to think the adventure
driver, and proposed to exchange them. this vulgar instrument into one of the
vance
;
upon
which
the
Major
paid
for
would have ended here, had not neither party had made any disclosure
with him for sugar. The driver would ; most elegant, harmonious and flexible
seat.
44 chance, which oft decides the fate of to the other upon the important subject theThe
have
been staggered at her proposal ctlara£ter. Availing himself of sixMajor and his bride retired to
of finance. As they were drawing hear
mighty monarchs,” decided theirs.
but that he suspected she was joking, teen different harps which he manages
separate
chambers
;
the
former
was
Miss Simper’s health required her the end of their journey the Major soon locked in the arms of sleep, but though he had no idea of her disguise, with such dexterity that the time oftne
attendance at the fountain on the fol thought it advisable to broach this deli the latter repelled the drowsy god from for the lady speaks Creole to perfec- j music which he plays is never suspend- !
lowing morning at an unusually early cate matter to his bride. It was upon her eye-lids. When she heard the tion, and though naturally as white as ed for a moment by the change from
hour: and the Major, while others a fine summer evening, as they sat by stage drive up to the door of the inn, a lily, her face was so well blacked I one to another, he runs with ease over
were sleeping, had sallied forth to en a window, at an inn, enjoying the she hastily rose, and having previously that she might have defied a stricter | «our octaves, and executes withi great
joy the invigorating freshness of the beauties of an extensive landscape, that made up her bundle, without which a scrutiny than his. Besides her fea-¡grace and expression the most difhemt
early breeze. They met again by ac this memorable conversation occurred. lady never steals a march, hastened tures happen to have a very African Italian, French and German piecoSo
cident at the propitious well, and as They had been amusing themselves downstairs. Upon the way she met cast, at least in respect of her nose and
the attendant, who is usually posted with that kind of small talk which new the landlord, who inquired if her hus mouth, and her blue eyes could not
WATER.
there to fill the glasses of the invalids, married folks find so vastly pleasant:
Four
or
five
drops of vitriolic acid,
betray her in the twilight. The negro,
band was awake.
had not taken his station, the Major as how much they love one another,
put into a decanter of bad water will
finding
her
serious
in
her
proposals,
44
He
is
not,
”
said
the
lady,
44
and
had.not only the happiness of perform and bow happy they intend to be, and
told her first to go about her business,— make the noxious particles deposit
need not be disturbed.”
ing that Office, but of replenishing the what a fine thing it is for two fond
44 The seat;was
taken for you then,” that he was no44 thief to rob his massa,” themselves at the bottom, and render
exhausted vessel, until the lady had hearts to be dissolved and melted down
nnbppner
a reply that instead of satisfying her, a- the water wholesome.
quaffed the foil measure prescribed by into one, &c. Many examples of love inquired the innkeeper.
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FOBBIOB raWS

The prospectus of Noah Webster’s large
Dictionary-is in circulation. The work, the
result of 20 years labor, will contain 20,000
more words, including participles, than are
in any other Dictionary. The precision of
the Definitions is intended to supersede the
necessity of a book of synonyms. The addi
tional Significations of words resting on good
authority, will amount to between thirty and
fifty thousand. The work will present new
and interesting views and etymological affini
ties of English words, derived from a labori
ous and accurate examination and compari
son of the principal radical words in twentythree different languages. The peculiar
scriptural uses of words are accurately noti
ced ; obsolete and local words are noticed
as such* All the obsolete terms are giv
en from the age of Gower; and the law
terms from the Norman French. The dif
ferent significations of words are illustrated
by apt, but brief quotations from English and
American authors of acknowledged reputa
tion. The price of the work, which will be
comprised in two large quarto volumes is
$20,

THE ELEPHANT.
Thi s noble animal, which has been recently
exhibited in this town, and which attracted
crowds of visiters, we learn, was shot at and
killed, on Wednesday night last, as he was
passing through Chepatchet, Gloucester, by
some unknown evil-minded and malicious
persons. The miscreants concerned, in this
nefarious transaction, ought to be hunted out
and exposed to the utmost rigor of the law__
and every man in that community should use
his best endeavors to discover them. The
Elephant was estimated to be worth from
ten to twelve thousand dollars.
Providence paper.

From the Detroit Gazette of May 23.
FROM EUROPE;
f From the Phila. National Gazette.)
DEATH Of’kiSKAUKO.
We are indebted to Capt. West, of the
This celebrated chief of the Chippewas
packet ship Montezuma, arrived at this port was found dead in one of the cells of the pris
from Liverpool, for Liverpool papers down on of this city, on Wednesday morning last.
The brig New-York, Prince arrival
to the 8th ult. inclusive, and a London paper He was confined, on the charge of being ac
port last evening in 34 days from t
of the 7th.
cessary to the murder of a Saginaw Indian,
bringing London papers to the 16t /îrf
Our extracts explain the new arrange in this plhce, in January last. His eldest son
with which we have been politeiv ? f 1
ments of the British ministry respecting the occupies one of the cells, under the charge of
the editor of the Daily Advertiser aH
currency and the importation of foreign grain, being the murderer of the Indian alluded to.
hff has received by this arrival ift1’
« and illustrate the condition of the manufac An inquest was held on the body of Kiskaupool Courier of the 17th. Thp T « ï H
turing districts.
ier of the 15th contains the follow?"^
ko, and the jurors returned a verdict that he
The latest statements relative to the seige died a natural death. But little doubt, howtant intelligence.
A
FIRE.
of Missolonghi are materially different, from ever, remains, from what has since been as
FALL OF MISSOLONch/
A
dwelling
house
belonging
to
the
widow
each other. We are inclined to think that certained, that he died by poison, procured
of the late Nathaniel Holmes was destroyed . Despatches have been receivedtv
the place merely continued to resist; and by his own request, by one of his wives.
by fire in Plymouth on Thursday night. The ing at the Colonial Office, from
that the account of Ibrahim Pacha’s defeat
It is stated that on the evening previous to
Memorial says—“ It is a remarkable fact, ei-al the Hon. Frederick Ponsomby SI
and death is at least premature.
his death, he was visited by this woman, who
that this is the second dwelling house which High Commissioner, pro tern. in £1 ’
The London Morning Chronicle, of May handed him a small cup and then left the
has been destroyed by fire in this town (which Islands, announcing that the fate of ft
5, affirms, that all the Silk weavers in Spit- cell. That soon after, a number of his fami
contains upwards of 960 families,) within a disputed fortress of Missolonghi
alfields were in full employment, and ex ly, and the band of which he was the imme
and «
century past; and that both of them were decided on the night of the
presses the belief that there would soon be a diate head, called upon him, held a long con
owned by the same person. The first was
It appears that the garrison, ¿J
demand for all sorts of manufactured goods. ference, and took leave with a solemnity,
burnt in the year 1775, and stood on the op
The Norfolk Va. Herald very justly re posite side of the road near the one now des come desperate from the total want ! 1
The Courier, of the 6th, expresses, also, its earnestness, and affection never observed in
confident expectation, that the crisis was over their previous visits. Kiskauko then re marks—-** It is impossible to please those troyed.”
visions, and the failure of tlie GrÀîïl
in the manufacturing districts so far as rela quested the jailer to visit him, with whom who are resolved not to be pleased. Mr.
under Admiral Miaulis, to throw 3
ted to any acts of insubordination. We dis he shook hands affectionately, thanked him, Adams may seek in vain to stop the clamor
into the town, determined to retire
serious3Zqident.
trust these opinions, which seem to us neither and concluded by asking for some liquor, of his opponents. Is it a federalist he ap
On Wednesday last, a man by the name of place. A sortie was accordimrlv^J!
which he had never been known to do before. points to office ? (no matter how unexception
800
men, under two chieftans, witffi1’
correct nor sincere.
Preshoe, in discharging an old rusty swivel,
In the morning, at ah early hour, a number
On the 5th May in the House of Commons, of his family, men and women, appeared at able in point of talents and character,) he in Wareham, had both legs blown to pieces to gam-possession of one of the batterES
a petition was presented complaining of the the jail and requested to see Kiskauko. On commits a deadly sin against the orthodox in such a manner, as it is supposed, to require the sea-shore, which was defended!^
faith. Is he a genuine republican and a patri amputation. One of his eyes was also very body of Arabs ; and the town X
facetious Irish judge, Lord Norbury, as in approaching
the door of his cell, they called
competent on the bench.—The petition was his name two or three times, and finding him ot of the revolution ? it is just as bad—He is much injured.—Dr. Miller had been sent for set fire to, at the same time, withtK
from Daniel O’Connell, Barrister of Dublin. lifeless, they expressed exultation rather only fishing for popularity.—Thus we seethe when our informant left that place, but had of diverting the attention of the besiek
It was hoped by this attack,, a way«
Mr. O’C. represented that John Norbury than surprise, and immediately left town for same papers which condemned the appoint not arrived.
be opened fofthe remarnd’er of the
was so deaf, that it required great effort to Saginaw. A . few remained to perform the ment of Rufus King, a federalist, equally
Fly&touth CMass. J paper.
clamorous
on
account
of
the
appointment
of
but this plan had been foreseen by the Tn
make him hear ; that he was troubled with ceremonies of his funeral, which took place
Albert Gallatin, an old school republican, as
lethargic stupor ; that he had been sound by moonlight, at a farm near this city.
A new paper has appeared in Washington, and their posts so strongly reenforced !
his successor. ’
after
attempting in vain to ffirce a passât
asleep during important trials, &c.; and that
published weekly, under the title of the “ AThus has perished one of the most despotic
carrying the battery, the body, led bn
the petitioner was ready to prove these facts and
.
merican
Auditor.
”
The
editor
avows
his
influencial savage monarchs of modern
From the Rochester (N.Y.) Telegraph.
at the bar—but that he would withdraw com times. He had risen by the force of his own
attachment to what have been called the two chieftains, dispersed, and endeavokJ
plaint if any Irish Judge declared on his con character, from an humble origin to the
The whole nation is smarting under the republican principles in contradiction to save themselves by gaining the mounta?
1 hey then poured into the town and nil
science that he thought Lord Norbury com head of a numerous and powerful Chippewa deep disgrace which it has suffered in the what is yet called the federal party; and his
the sword, or made prisoners, all whooi
petent to try questions of property and life.
family. Kiskauko was a man of very large disorderly proceedings of the Senate of the friendship to the present administration.
ed them.
*
Boston Courier.
The packet ship Silas Richards, arrived at stature, muscular, and athletic, and his coun United States —That body, hitherto sus
The loss sustained by the Turks on tli
Liverpool, on the 6th ult. in twenty-four days tenance exhibited the peculiar traits of his taining the character of the first repre
occasion is not reported ; but the obst'2
from New-York.—She conveyed the intelli character, sternness, acuteness, and decision. sentative assembly in the world, has fall
WHITE CLAY.
of the conflict may. be estimated by the Æ i
gence of the surrender of Callao, of the duel His history, like that of other warriors, is en below the level of a town meeting, or
A large bed of pure white clay has been that although between 2 and 3000 GreÎ '
between Mr. Clay and Mr. Randolph, &c.
marked with many atrocious murders; but club room. Mr. Calhoun has, in a single discovered on the farm of Capt. Luce, at perished in the town, and at the foot of !
We have the “ Gazette of Madrid” into he had the virtues alsb of the savage. No session, squandered all the reputation which Martha's Vineyard. Such a material was mountain, only 150 are reported to have be
April. It abounds with addresses to King man went from his door naked or hungry, he had earned by an industrious and success long sought for in this country, without suc taken alive. Of the women and children,
Ferdinand, remarkable only for the most when it was in his power to supply him. ful political career. The south is respond cess It has been considered the principal considerable nuffiber are said to have
fulsome adhlation. The Spanish editor has But his acts of tyranny rendered him unpop ing the sentiments of disgust and abhorrence or only thing necessary to enable us to make; troyed themselves, or to have been drownedtranslated for his readers, as a commentary ular among his own people, and he never ap of Mr. Calhoun’s conduct, which have been ware as fine as thabof Europe and China.
but above 3000 have been returned as J
on Republicanism, the London accounts of peared abroad without a considerable reti so freely expressed by the other sections of
oners.
14
Palladium.
Mr. Jefferson’s pecuniary embarrassments nue. He was scarcely ever seen in this town the country.
The alarm created by their dispersion J
and consequent application to the Virginia without his war-axe resting on his left arm
The new %loop of war Lexington. W. B. quickly communicated to those whowerei ■
firmly grasped with his right hanck
Legislature.
The Baltimore Patriot of June 9 states Shubrick. commander, was expected to saij follow on this hazardous enterprize, who nJ
to-rrappear
that from N. York on the 12<h inst. destined to abandoned their posts, and sought shelter it
PHILADELPHIA, JUNE 13.
1that Kean was advertised
--------------- ,-----—’ --------From the N. K Mercantile Advertiser of‘
small numbers in the most tenable places ii
The exhibition of Silk Worms, at the Ma- evening, but frpm an apprehension that the coast of Labrador, to look after the th
Monday.
e neighborhood of the town. In'the miJ
rights
of
our
fishermen.
—
Patriot.
sonic
Hall
commenced
this
morning,
and
is
•
.
greater
disturbances
might
arise,
the
play
We have been favoured with Paris papers
of the confusion,the Turkish troops rushed®!
well
worthy
the
attention
of
the
curious.
was
changed,
and
he
would
not
appear
in
to the 5th of May, inclusive, brought by the
A party of young men who recently went from the sea and land side, and took posses!
Isabella Henderson. They contain letters The whole number of worms, is about six Baltimore again. It is contemplated to close
sion of the fortifications, to which, asasW
thousand,
employed
in
the
different
opera

from
Paris, Me. on a squirreíhunt, returned of
the Baltimore Theatre, and re-open that at
from Missolonghi to the 6th of April, which
victory, they set fire.
with
game
to
the
number
of
2276
—
skunks,
tions
of
feeding
on
the
mulberry
leaf,
spin

confirm the accounts of the repulse of the
Philadelphia, where Mr. Kean is to finish
On the_2d of April, the two commanda
ning
the
thread,
&c.
The
eggs
of
the
insect,
racoons,
foxes,
woodchucks,
squirrels,
bobaTurks on the 24th of March, but it does not
his present engagement with the managers.
links, owls, wood-peckers, cat-birds, &c. Ibrahim Pacha, and the Seraskier, had, if
appear to have been known with how much the chrysalis, and great numbers of cocoons,
The paper does not inform us how large the appears, sent a summons to the town with as ’
are
also
exhibited.
—
TL
he
whole
exhibition
is
loss. One of the letters is from a Greek
The
Act of Congress of May 20, for im party was, nor how long they were out__ but offer of terms, and a promise to the inhabit
one
of
high
interest
to
all
who
may
make
nat

General, who states that the Pacha of Pleva,
ants that their lives should be spared on à
proving certain harbors, &c. make the fol
Sudick-Bey and Aidin-Bey, were killed, and ural history their study, but more especially lowing appropriations:—For a pier on Steel’s that surely has something to do with the sto ingup their arms; and that they should\
ry.
—
Conn.
Courant.
to
those
who
think
they
perceive
in
the
cul

estimates the whole loss of the Turks at 3000
at libert y to proceed to an y part of the M
—The place was still invested by the Turks. ture of silk, employment for women and Leap, near Belfast, Me. $1200 ; for the
ish dominions, but these proposals were pa
From the Boston Courier, June 7.
The Turkish fleet had also been repulsed in children, and the means of enriching the preservation of a point of land forming
emptorily rejected.
Princetown harbor, $3500 ; for a pier at the
community.
U
nprecedented
D
espatch
.
—
Yester

an attempt to take possession of a small is
In the same building in wlfich the Silk mouth of Buffalo Creek, $15,000; for clear day, John Brown was discharged from the
land and fortress in the neighborhood of Mis
The London Courier of the i5th contain
ing and deepening Sackett’s Harbor, $3000; house of correction, where he had been sen
solonghi. A report had reached Corfu, that Worms are . exhibited, but in a different
building Piers in the Delaware, and re tenced some time before by the police the official account of the,TERMINATION'
the Greek fleet arrived at Missolonghi with room, there is a collection of Rattle Snakes for
qne hundred and fifty in number, which must pairing old ones', $25,000 ; for making a sur Court. On his egress he pilfered a shirt OF THE WAR WITH THE BURMESE,
supplies between the 6th and 9th of April.
Lieut. Gen. Sir F. Adam, Lord High Com
not be considered as among the least curious vey of Piscataqua river, $200; for ascertain from a clothes-line, was detected, carried be
A letter from Havre of Mav 7, states that shews in the metropolis. They are of all ing the practicability ot building a light
missioner of the Ionian Islands arrived at
fore
the
court,
found
guilty
and
sentenced
athe market was dull. Upland and Alabama £ges and various sizes, and being enclosed in house on the flats near Edgartown harbor,
Paris on the 10th, on his way to England. '
Cotton 19 to 22 sous: Louisiana«, 21 to 24. glass cases may be viewed with perfect safe- and for information as to-the improvement of gain to the house of correction for six
The King had subscribed 1000/, for the
months.
The
wdiole
period
from
the
time
440 bales Georgia and Mobile had been sold
the entrance to that and Hyannis harbors, when he was let out till the key was turned manufacturing poor at Glasgow, and 500fed
at 193.,
,
and the mouth of the Merrimac river, $500 ; upon him the second time, was twenty min those of Paisley.
From Capt. Sprague, of the brig Smyrna,
A correspondent in speaking of the failure for making a survey of Saugatuck River and utes.
Lord Charles Somerset, Governor of the
arrived at this port, we learn, that news of
of
the the grass crops in Delaware county, Harbor, and to ascertain the expediency and
Cape of Good Hope, has arrived in England.
the great battle at Missolonghi reached
expence
of
removing
the
obstructions
to
the
Rapid Sailing.—The steam-boat Sun,
Smyrna 5 days before Captain Sprague sail says “ that the best expedient we know of. is navigation thereof, and of facilitating the
An attempt had been made at Smyrna upon
ed. It was called a great victory for the for every farmer to sow a few acrts of Indian commerciaPintercourse between the port of Capt. Drake, recently performed her passage the life of Sir Hudson Lowe, by the French
corn
broad
cast
[this
term
implies
to
sow
t.he
from
New-York
to
Albany
in
twelve
hours
Greeks. F
-----’
•
’
"
"
Consular Agent, Mr. Perry, who with a dag
It was also reported that 71 French
Saugatuck and the city of New-York, $400;
officers ini the
__ Turkish
___ _ _
service were slain. corn as is usual to sow wheat, &c.'J at the tor a survjey of Oswego harbor and Bay $200; and thirteen minutes. The Sun is said to be ger in his hands, declared he would “getat
'rhe general report was that Ibrahim Pacha rate of about two bushels per acre. This for a survey of the public Piers at Chester, in the swiftest boat on the Hudson.
the murderer of Napoleon, his former maswas taken prisoner bv the victors, and not will afford an excellent substitute, and ena Delaware, $100 ; for surveys of the Swash
ter.’r Perry was committed to prison.
ble him to spare more hay for market at the
Tain, as before reported.
Bost. Gaz.
The Concord Gazette of Saturday states
But little business was doing on the Lon
near Ocracock Inlet, of Cape Fear River be
advanced price'.
Union.
low Wilmington, and.’ of Roanoke Inlet and that “ Hay has been sold during the week for don Stock Exchange at the last dates. 200,- j
loss of the Royal Geffrge Fast Indiamtin.
Sound, $1000 ; for removing obstructions and $30 per ton, Oats at 75 cents per bushel, white 000Z. in gold were paid into the Bank of Eng
Brom the Baltimore American.
deepening the harbor of Mobile, $10,000; In beans at 15 shillings, and other things in pro land on the 15th by an eminent capitalist.
The following is an extract of a letter from
Ohio, for removing obstructions at the mouths portion?’
Capt. Timmins, of the late ship Royal
In the House of Commons, on the 11th, the
SPOT
IN
THE
SUN.
of Grand River, Ashtabula Creek, Cunning
(George, to the Committee at Lloyd’s, dated
second reading of the bill to give the Privy
Messrs. Editors,—There is at present a ham Creek, and Huron River, $24,600 ; for a
Canton, Jan. 1st, 1826.
The small pox we are informed has made Council a discretionary power of letting out
“ Sir—In extreme ill health and under the large spot on the disc of the Sun near its survey of Sandusky Bay, $400.—For a survey its appearance in Glastenbury, that several 500 quarters of bonded corn was carried by a
pressure of great misfortune. 1 exert myself western verge, which may be seen verv plain of La Plaisance Bay, in Michigan, $200.
persons have been attacked and many per vote of 189 to 65.
to perform a duty I feel due to the Commit ly by a telescope of moderate power. Not
sons exposed to the disease. It is said to have
The Courier of the 13th contains a speech
The body of a man named Hilburn, of Bath, been brought by a coloured man from New of Mr. Huskisson on the shipping and ton
tee of Lloyd’s, and to condole with them up having a micrometer, I have not been able to
on the total destruction by fire, on the morn measure its size, but judging from the eye, I Me. was found at one of the wharves in Mo York.
Hartford Times.
nage of Great Britian, It occupies over five
ing of the 24th ult. of the late Hon. Compa should reckon its length to be equal to about bile a few weeks since. He was a sailor on
columns, and is spoken of as a masterly dis
board the schr. Perseverance.—A'’. F. Gaz.
ny’s ship Royal George, then lying at Wham OH^tbirtreth of the Sun’s diameter.
The coincidence between the appearance
We announce with pleasure, that our play of a great mind.
poa, in readiness to proceed to the second
The subscriptions in London for the relief
bar, with the whole of her stores on board of such spots, and seasons of extraordinary
Joseph Steward., an industrious rigger, liv country-man, Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin has
and perfectly equipped for sea, where she dryness and warmth, as was the case'last ing at No. 14, Shakspeare-streep whose arrived in the Canada, on a visit, as we un- of distressed manufacturers amounted to I
_ ¿274,000 : and in other parts of the country
might receive the remains of her cargo, hav summer, has been so often remarked, as to means of support for himself and family are derstand to his friends at Boston. Being scing at this period 8000 chests of Company’s induce the suspicion .that they may’be in acquired by the daily Sweat of his brow, was verely afflicted with gout and rheumatism, they were very liberal.
The papers contain no commercial intelli
teas on board, and some private trade. Short some measure dependent on the same cause. on Sunday last, presented by his wife with the Admiral will sojourn in this city only a
ly after the relief of the watch, at half past W nether this be the case or not, the subject is THREEj^nec/zzZiZr€7?,,a boy and two girls, to day or two. He has taken lodgings during gence of importance ; and we have beenuncertainly
of
sufficient
intei
’
est,
to
render
desi

his
stay,
at
Mrs.
Wilkinson
’
s.
able to procuré a Liverpool prices current.
four in the morning, the officer of the deck
which she had giyen birth while he was at
Mercantile Advertiser.
smelt fire: an alarm was instantly given, and rable a more exact series of observations than church.
Balt. Amer.
Affairs in the manufacturing districts have
has
as
yet
been
made,
to
either
confirm
or
on lifting the tarpauling from the gun-room
begun to assume a more favourable aspect.
o^rthrow
the
hypotheses
that
have
been
scuttle grating, the flames appeared in a
It is stated in a Virginia paper of the 13th
The Saratoga Sentinel of June 6th states
Much dissatisfaction was expressed at the
WM. HOWARD.
i heavy volume, which it was not in the power proposed.
inst. that iramense swarms of locusts are that the arrival of strangers at the Springs, Drury Lane theatre on the evening of
June
10.
of human exertion to repel. A hardy hand
making their appearance in the vicinity of continues to increase as the season advances 15th, on account of Mr. Elliston’s being in the
was sent to the magazine to throw overboard
Charlottsville. The forest seems to be alive —There are now, it notices, not less than 300 character of Falstaff, so intoxicated as to
the powder. Assistance was quickly receiv
with them, and their monotonous drone is at that place.
NEW GOLD MINE.
fall upon the stage. The audience hissed,
ed from the Company’s ships, as well as oth , Itjs Stated in the Fayeteville (N. C.) Ob heard in all directions from morning till night.
hooted and vociferated “ shame !” when
ers : the chain bridles were wisely slipped, server of the'Zth inst. that a gold mine has been
LUSUS NATURAE.
Wallack came forward and apologised fe
and the ship taken into tow clear of others.
The travelling season says the New-York
discovered in Montgomery county
The Hampden Journal informs us that the fat knight.
As she drifted -down with the tide, the flames recently
in that state, one mile east of the Yadkin riv Statesman, has commenced, and the packet
London, May 13.—The accounts this
reached every mast head: in half an hour er, on Be ver dam creek, on land owned by Mr. ships from the South, and steam-boats and there is a well-framed, well-proportioned
tne spirit room burst, and tire liquor running Angus Chisholm. The discovery was made stages 'from all quarters are continually ar ox, in that town, having all the members and morning from the North are by no jnsan5
organs
of
any
other
ox,
and
having
also
an
satisfactory. Many failures are anticipated,
oyer the orlop, the fire covered that deck m the latter part of last summer ; but it had riving, loaded with strangers.
udder or bag like a cow, with four teats, from and the want of employment for the manu
like lightning. AU hopes were at an end, not
been extensively worked until the present
which
milk
has
been
taken
by
the
ordinary
facturers severely felt. A report is in circu
the men were summoned to the boats, but
Interesting fact.—CcL Simpkins, Mr. process, in quantities of a pint or more at a lation, but to which not the least credit is at
the brave officers andmdn below did not quit ?SSon‘ Fôrafew weeks past, from 100 to
l^O
hands
have
been
kept
constantly
at
milking.
The
milk
looks
and
tastes
like
oth

tached, of serious disturbances having broken
M’Duffie’s partner, in the law business, has
their post at the magazine until the flames
work : each hand finds, on an average, from 3
were near the door of it. At half past five to 8, and sometimes 15 dwts. per diem. It is been dangerously wounded in a duel at Edge- er milk, and rich cream has repeatedly been out in Dublin.
raised
from
it.
Salem
Gazette.
the whole of the crew„as well as strangers,
field Court House. A plague on such a
supposed by many to be one of the richest house.
went orderly into the boats ; shortly after mines
HAYTI..
in
the
state.
The
pieces
found
are
BANGOR, JUNE 14, 1826/
she grounded, the1 powder exploded and stove
We have received information from Cape
generally round, solid and very pure,- though
Yesterday
afternoon,
as
Israel
Fowler,
son
wt her bows ; the hull parted abreast the not
very large.
&
Mr. Randolphs Speeches.—Vhe editors of Rev. Bancroft Fowler, aged 11 years, and Haytien, via Philadelphia, giving a very un
foremast; she was destroyed to the water’s
One mile east of the above mine, there is of the National Intelligencer announce that other boys were sporting in the Kenduskeag, favourable account of the state of things there.
edge, and there lay the distressing remains
—A law had just passed to raise the price ot
of one of the finest merchant ship&in the another known by the name of Crawford’s they shall publish the speeches of Mr. Ran the former slipped from a rock into deep wa patents for foreign merchants at the Cape
whole world. The conduct of all the officers mine, where the gold is found on the top of a dolph, their “ stenographer hawing preserv ter and was drowned. Efforts to recover the and Port Platt to .^1,800 per annum, and to
and craw in this trying time was orderly considerable mountain. Mr. King, an enter ed his notes, altho’ he had placed transcripts body were immediately made, but without $2000 at Port an Prince, and it was reported
success until it had been under water from that the Cape is to be assessed in the sum 01
in the extreme. The mercy of Providence is prising gentleman from Georgia, is at present from-them in the hands of Mr. R.”
twenty to thirty minutes. Physicians were $208,000
greatly apparent, that no one man has been employed m constructing machinery for the
towards paying the debt that bCj
purpose
of
washing
out
the
gold
more
expe

ready to receive the body and apply means comes due to France next year. Besides, al
lost or maimed in this dreadful calamity. At
It appears by the Havana Weekly Report for resucitation, but they were ineffectual.
present, no sort of clue can be had by which ditiously than in. the common way..
of the 27th ult. that there were eigh ty-six
The bodies of Mr. Moore and Mr. Dag classes of people were already overwhelmed
it can be imagined how this unfortunate ca
foreign vessels in that port on that day, of gett, drowned some weeks since at Ledge with heavy taxes. Business exceedingly
lamity commenced, but a mpst rigid inquiry
Tremendous Icebergs.—CA\\g. Scbor,. of which sixty-seven were Americans,
dull, and cash more than usually scarce, and
; 17 falls have been recovered.
is instituted, and every possible means taken the ship, Brighton, arrived, at New-York ships, 39 brigs, and 11 schooners.
little or no field for commerce, except on a
to elucidate it.”
from London, informs that he fell in with
petty scale. The Impolitic and unjust meas
•BELFAST, JUNE 14.
large quantities of ice, between latitudes 44
ures
of the Haytien Government have reduc
NAVAL.
A new- weekly paper has just appeared 20 and 43 42, and longitudes 47 30 and 51.
A serious accident, we hear occurred last ed that people to a state of poverty and m'sThe U.S. frigate Macedonian, Capt. Bid week in Montville. In raising the new meet ,ery unknown in that Island since the revolu
called The Ass. It" is an extensive family Some of the icebergs were aground on the
name, and will doubtless find many support Banks, in thir t y■fiv e fathoms water' I dle, has sailed from Hampton Roads for the ing house, a part of the belfry fell, by which tion.-— Centinel.
rn f
Brazil Coast, to protect our commerce in that one person was dangerously wounded, and
ers iiuhis metropo^s..—
LY*According to the constitution of nayfo
which retarded his progress considerably.
quarter.
two others Were severely injured.
white men cannot enjoy any civil
political
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fights. The Haytiens have hitherto been
trading almost altogether upon the capital of
foreigners, to whom there is now an immense
amount due, but owing to the cunning and
dishonesty of the Haytiens there is little or
no confidence to be placed in them. The re
cent commercial regulations there are calcu
lated to compel foreign merchants to leave
the island, and abandon their claims against
the Haytiens. During the last year the trade
with Hayti has declined more than fifty per
cent, and the revenue, at present, is insuffi
cient for the current expences of the goverment. It is important that these facts be
generally known
Bost. Gaz.

The gun brig America, in which,vessel
Com. Porter took passage, arrived at Vera
Cruz on the 15th of May from New-York.
She was chased on the passage by the Span
ish sloop of war Hercules, but escaped by su
perior sailing. The America was built, in
New-York for the Mexican government.
Com. Porter had proceeded fo Mexico, in
good health. It is very sickly at Vera Cruz.

versation Èarlî received a deep wound in the
thigh from a knife in the hand of Purdy,
which, from the feeling at the time, he sup
posed to be. merely the blow of a cane. A
deep stab in the side undeceived him as to
the nature of his assailant’s weapon. He
now made for the house, and on his retreat,
received a deep stab under his shoulder. His
sister, Sally Earll, running out to ascertain
the cause of the disturbance, was next at
tacked by Purdy. He first stabbed her in
the throat, through into her mouth, and then
inflicted a severe gash on her shoulder, after
which he went home, apparently as uncon
cerned as if nothing had happened. He was
disturbed, however, during thé night, by the
officers of justice, who, after an examination,
conducted hi.m to Onondaga jail, where he
awaits his trial, for his savage and foolish
conduct. We since learn that youqg Earll is
dead, and that the sister is in a very low con(fiti°n.
Caijuga Patriot.

er, Bermuda, 10; Eclipse, Lewis, Boston ;
Gentile, Smith, do.
Ar. at Providence, 16th, Dorcas-Hawes,
Saco ; Traveller, Boston.
At New-Orleans, June 17, sch. Washing TjlOR sale a superior PIASTO PORTE,
ton, Huff, of Kennebunk.
*imported from Scotland ; said by the
Amateurs of musick to be an excellent toned,
No Americans at St. Georges, Bermuda, instrument, recently put in good tune by Dr.
od mst. At Havre, May 7, ship Eagle, Now Bourne, which will be sold at a much lower
ell, of Kennebunk, for Virginia.
price than instruments of this kind usually
A*-Trinidad, Cuba, 25th ult. brig Corsair, sell for, having been purchased in Edinburgh
of Wells, disg.; sch. Edgar, Johnson, of N. at a very reduced price.
York, do.
Persons wishing to purchase would do
The U. S. sloop of war Ontario was off Ha well to call and examine it.
iy^lnquif^e at the store of Maj. Barnabas
vana 30th ult. and sailed same day for Ma
tanzas, all well.
Palmer.
/
Kennebunk, June 17, 1826.
The ship Nassau, from Ireland for Quebec,
with 140 passengers was wrecked on Sable
Island, May 13. 37 persons from her succeed
ed m landing, but 7 others (including 2 wo
men,) perished in the attempt. The last'ac
counts left the remainder on board, and Opposite the Hay Scales, Ken
hopes were entertained that boats, which
nebunk.
had gone off, would be able to save them

Piano Forte

OBITUARY.

DIED-—In this town on Saturday morning
last, John, son of Mr. Phillip Hatch, aged 15
years.
°
In Kennebunk-Port, on the 23d ult. Mr.
Stephen Cleaves, aged 86.—On the 7th
mst. Mrs. Mary Cleaves, wife of Mr. Sam
uel Cleaves, aged 38—By these afflictive dis
pensations Mr. S. Cleaves has lost a kind
lather, and an amiable and loving wife ; her
children an affectionate and excellent moth
er; her friends and neighbors a kind and obhging associate—In her last sickness her
evidence and hopes of Heaven were so clear
that she was perfectly reconciled to the will
of God.
‘U ^.frequently longed to be gone,
To join the blest spirits above ;
To sit on Immanuel’s throne,
And feel all the transports of love.”
t d-j, r .
.
Communicated.
"fflueford, of measles, Eunice, daughter
of Mr. Daniel Foss aged 5 years.
In Saco, a child of Colins Richards, aged 14
months.
In Goffstown, David L. only child of His
Excellency David L. Morril, aged 11 months.
At Salmon Falls, Somersworth, Miss Mar
tha I ay lor, aged 23.
In Kittery, 16th inst. after a distressing ill
ness of twenty-two days, Catharine, aged 7
Shipley °nn§est dau5hter <>f Mr. Nicholas

BKäW STORE,:

_ MINISTER TO ENGLAND.
Mr. Gallatin, Lady and family, have ar
rived in New-York to embark for Europe,
Executed at Bermuda, May 13th, Joseph it is .mentioned in a southern paper, that his
Gwynn, the elder, for the murder of Henry mission is a special one, and that having ad
PROBATE XfOTXOB.
Folger, Esq. He was hung in Kent-street, on justed the differences which still exist be
the spot where the murder was committed. tween the United States and Great Britain,
Court of Probate held at Eimerick, JJ^AS just opened an extensive assortment
It is remarked that G. died penitent, denying, in relation to the indemnity for slaves stipula
within and for the county of York, on the
to thelast, his
to kill Mr. Folger. ted by the I reaty of Ghent^ and which even
thirtieth day of June, in the year of our
Just before the fatal hour, he wrote a most the umpirage of Russia has left ambiguous ;
hundred and twenty-six.
excellent and affectionate letter to his two and settled the disputed boundary line be
VOR\ T. HOVEY, Executor of the last
sons, filled with moral and religious advice, tween the State of Maine and the British
ra
?>nd testament of Ivory Hovey, late
whjehjetter appears in the Bermuda paper I rovinces, he is to return home. What
of South Berwick, in said County deceased •
of the 3d instant.
JV. Y. Gaz.
truth there is in the statement, time will un
having presented a petition for license to
told. It is well known that Mr. G. is thor
sell so much of the deceased’s real estate as Comprising almost every article mentioned
oughly
acquainted
with
both
the
subjects
in
The Mexican Congress have passed a de-,
a be necessary for the payment of his in his neighbors’advertisements, and equally
cree abolishing forever all titles of nobility, Site, & that no one is better able to adjhSt
and incidental charges.
low.-~Gmghams 9d to 20 cts.; Bedtickings
such as count, marquis, &c. that all persons
, than a Negotiation of his experience.
ORDERED, That the said Executor give Is to 25 cts.; Sheetings 10d to 20 cts.; good
shall be considered as equal by nature, what 1 he unfortunate change which took place in
notice to all persons interested, by causing a Shirtings 7d to 9d ; Ladies’ Cotton Hose 41
ever may be their origin.
the health of Mr. Kin g on his passage across
copy of this order to be published three cts.; and other things in proportion, all of
the Atlantic prevented him from giving that
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga which will be sold for Cash, Produce, or good
fr Salisbury, N. H. Mr. Andrew Bohonon, zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may credit.
The Duke of Saxe Weimar was amongthe attention to those subjects, which their im
°
passengers in the Pacific, which sailed from portance required, and which his own honor, aged 89. He was one of the first settlers of appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
Kennebunk, June 15, 1826.
and the interest of the country demanded.
New-York on Sunday for Liverpool.
11
aild wask°rn fr Boscawen, August nebunk in said County, on the third Tues
U, 1737, being the first male white child day of July next, at ten of the clock in the
born m the latter town. He engaged in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have
PIRATES.
The Post Master General, ever attentive
A letter from a gentleman in Havana to r rench war as a soldier under Capt. John why the said license should not be granted.
to the interests of newspaper publishers and another in Charleston, says, “ the Pirates are Stark,
of Derryfield, (the late Gen. Stark) in
JONAS CLARK, Jud&e.
of the public generally, has recently issued ?iUt
Copy—Attest,
°
chased me off Matanzas on the year 1755, and continued with the “ Ran
York ss
by Execution and
the following circular to post masters, upon the 25th of May, first in their vessel and gers until the close of that war. When the
’
’ A will be sold at Public Auc
GEO. THACHER, Re^r.
W
June 24.
°
Revolutionary war broke out he turned out
tion, on Monday the 17th day of July next, at
whose minds, as well as those of their clerks, then in their boat.”
as a volunteer under Capt. Conner, of Pem
the Post Office in South Berwick, at ten op
we hope it will have a salutary impression :—
broke, went to Winter Hill, and continued
A SNAKE EATER.
clock A. M. all the right in equity which
Post Office Department, 26th May, 1826.
A man in Underhill, Vt. a few days since, there during the seige of Boston. In 1776
CALEB FROST has to redeem the home
Sir : Complaints have been lately made tor the sum of twenty-five cents, swallowed he enlisted under Capt. Benjamin Emery, of
stead farm on which he now lives, contain
of the delay and occasional loss of newspa the head, and a considerable portion of the Concord—was in the battle of White Plains
A LL who owe me either on Note or Ac- ing about thirty acres ; the same being un
pers sent by mail. These may be attributa neck, of a large striped snake. Having dis and continued with the army until the fol Cx count, are hereby notified that the de
ble, in some cases, to the careless mgnner in posed of the head, for a more liberal compen  lowing winter In 1777 he was a lieutenant mands will be left with an Attorney for col der the incumberance of a mortgage deed. ’
which papers are prepared for the mail; sation he offered to swallow the remaining under Capt. Ebenezer Webster, of Salisbury, lection, unless settled before the 15th day of Grenvill C. Wallingford, D. Sheriff.
South-Berwick, June 15,1826.
but, in others, they are believed to arise from part of the serpent; but the spectators were (the late Judge Webster) and was in Ben July next.
J
the inattention or'design of Postmasters. It already satisfied with his performance.
nington battle under Stark, & returned home
EDMUND PEARSON.
is feared that some of them are so forgetful
after the battle. In 1778 he again turned out
Kennebunk, June 22,1826.
of their duty as to consult the convenience of
7 heJPublic in this vicinity, says the New as a volunteer and went with Gen. Sullivan
to
Rhode
Island.
While
there
the
volun

contractors on horse routes, by retaining a burg Gazette, are cautioned against receiv
At the New Store /adjoining the OLD
part of the packets, when the mail is so large ing Two Dollar Notes of the Paterson Bank, teers were ordered to take their stand upon Interesting .Missionary Meeting.
BlflCK.
that the usual number of bags cannot contain old emissions, signed A. Parsons, Cashier, the lower pickets near where lay the ene- THE Maine Missionary Society, will hold TFT AVE just received an extensive assortit. Others, it is said, being more culpable, and D. Holsman, President, letter C, dated emy s ships ; one morning, while he was on
its anniversary, at Rev. Mr. Fessen
i©ent of
retain newspapers to read them. A moments Jan. 1,1823, payable to I. Day as there are guard, he espied a British lieut. of marines den’s new Meeting-house, Kennebunk-port,
reflection must convince every Postmaster many counterfeits in circulation.
on
vVcdnesday
next,
28th
inst.
—
Public
exer

m a held of corn at no great distance from
guilty of either of these charges, that he tri
him. He haded the bold intruder—brought cises to commence at 9 o’clock A. M.__Ser
will be sold for a very small advance
fles with the obligation imposed by his oath
him to, and ordered him to lay down his mon by Rev. Mr. Jonson of Aina.—Addresses which
„
DERBY
BANK.
for Cash—viz.
of office, and should be held responsible for
arms, which the proud Briton found it neces by clergymen from different parts of the
We
understand
the
Derby
Bank
Charter
such gross violations of duty.
may also be expected.
Black, Blue, Olive Green, Green, and mixed
is repealed by the Legislature of Connecti sary to do ; and our hero marched in with State
June 24.
Publishers of newspapers and their sub cut ; and that the Eagle Bank is restrained his prisoner of war amidst the loud acclama
Broadcloths and Cassimeres ;
scribers, as well as Postmasters, are request from transacting business as a Bank.
Flannels, Valencia and Black Silk Vestings,
tions of his fellow soldiers.
ed to report to the Department all irregu
Calicoes all prices and qualities ;
In Groton, Conn. Mrs. Elizabeth Starr,
larities in the reception of papers forwarded
Nice French Cambrick}s ;
relict of Capt. Joseph S. aged 100 years 4
Com. Rodgers, with his squadron, arrived months and 8 days, i
in the mail; and an assurance is given, that
Cheap Cotton Cambrick’s;
*
HIS inveterate disease which has so long Swiss, Book, and other Muslins ;
where the irregularity shall be proved to St Gibraltar on the 14th of April, in 14 days
In North Carolina, Major Samuel Crowell
from
Port
Mahon
all
well.
have been produced by the negligence or de
baffled the art of the most experienced Red and White Raw Silk Mantles;
the father of Col. Crowell, the Creek Agent’
sign of any contractor, postmaster, or clerk,
Red and White Valencia do.
Physicians, has at length found a sovereign
In St. John’s, Berkley, S. C. William Dan
the most effectual steps shall be taken to
Crape Shawls; Nankin and Canton Crapes ;
MURDER OF SLAVES.
gerfield, aged 68. At the commencement of remedy in
prevent its recurrence.
rhe horrid fact was stated in the French the American Revolution, he joined the ar
DR. LAGRANGE'S GENUINE Crape Dresses ; Synchaws ;
It is often of as much importance'to the Chamber of Deputies early in April that my, and remained faithful to his station until
Elegant figured Silks;
public and always as essential to the reputa three thousand slaves were annually thrown the recognition of American Independence.
Elegant Silk and Gauze Hdkf’s.
tion of the mail, that newspapers should be overboard to escape detection.
Black
Gauze Hdkf’s.
FEW^ CUI ANEOUS diseases are met
He was in the Battles of White Plains, Ger
as speedily and safely transmitted as letters ;
mantown, Monmouth, Stoney Point, Camp- with more reluctance by the Physician, and Ribbonds of all kinds and qualities ;
and an individual who is inattentive to the
It seems that corporeal punishments are den, Cowpens, Guilford, Eutaw Springs, and none in which he is so universally unsuccess Nice black Bombazine;
former, is unworthy of being trusted with the yet inflicted in Alabama. Two men have Yorktown Plains, consecrated in the annals ful.
Black Mourning Crapes;
latter. He is a stranger to that high incen been publicly whipped in Mobile, for petit of American Freedom.
?
This Ointment has stood the test of expe Black, White, and Green Gauze Veils ’
tive to duty, which arises from an ardent de larceny.
In Yorksville, S. C. Mr. James Ross, a he rience and justly obtained an unparalelied ce German, Flag and Bandanna Hdkfs.
sire to elevate^ the character of the Depart
Black
Silk
Hdkfs.
first
quality
;
ro of the revolution.
lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs
ment, by giving the utmost efficiency to its
Mr. John Dale formerly of Springfield, gives a healthy action to the vessels of the Nankins, Grecian Stripes ;
The first munber of a new periodical work,
operations.
the National Preacher, recently made drowned himself at Enfield,'Mass, a few days skin, audits original colour and smoothness. Ladies’ nice Cotton Hose for 2s 6d ;
In the Post Office Law, it is provided that called
Numerous recommendations might be ob Edgings and Laces; Silk Velvets all colours;
its appearance. This work, as its name pur since. He had just before made an unsuc
“ if any person, employed in any department ports, is of a religious character ; it is pub cessful attempt to shoot himself.
tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pro English Ginghams, Bombazetts ;
of the Post Office shall improperly detain, lished monthly in New-York, and edited by
At New-Haven, Rev. Jedidiah Morse, D- prietor chose that a fai$ trial should be Ginghams 14 to 17 cts. Stripe ;
delay, embezzle, or destroy, any newspaper, the Rev. Austin Dickinson.—Each number is D. LL. D. aged 65. Dr. Morse from his its only commentator. It Was in three or four Factory Yarns from No. 6 to 12 ;
or shall permit any other person to do the to contain one long or two short sermons, by earliest years possessed a feeble constitution ; weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty years Sheetings, 14 to 27 cts.
like, or shall open, or permit any other per distinguished living preachers.—Bos. Gaz.
yet with careful attention to his habits of life, standing, that have resisted the power of ev Factory Shirtings, 9, 10 j, 12 j and 14 cts.
son to open, any mail or packet of newspa
Ladies’Morocco and Denmark Satin Shoes ;
he
enjoyed a comfortable degree of health, ery other remedy that could be devised.
pers, or shall embezzle or destroy the same,
It not only at once gives immediate reliefin Children’s Morocco and Denmark Satin do.
and
was
enabled
to
sustain
an
uncommon
Within
the
past
week
the
locusts
have
ap

not being directed to such person, or not be
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Cahitis (com Parasols, Straw Bonnets, Bonnet Silks,
ing authorized to receive or open the same, peared in great numbers in the vicinity of share of mental effort.—Few men have been monly called SCALD HEAD) and all scabby Dimoties, Gimps, Chainetts and pipe’Cord;
this
town
;
we
have
not
heard
of
their
doing
as
mdustnous-yew
have
been
as
useful.
such offender shall, on conviction thereof,
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
His eminent services in the Church, and as
Conn. Courant.
pay a sum not exceeding twenty dollars for any injury.
0*1 here is nothing of a mercurial nature
an
author,
will
cause
his
memory'
to
be
every such offence.”
contained in it, and it may be used on in Cast Steel and German Steel Handsaws ;
blessed,
by
many
generations.
At all .offices where newspapers are mail
The crops of wheat in Maryland, have, in
fants and others under any circumstances Fine Back Saws ; Cast Steel Plane Irons ,
ed, Postmasters should see that they are addition to the whithering drought, been
whatever.
N. Haven fiafter.
Mill Files; Hand saw & cross cut saw Files •'
properly put up and directed. None should nearly destroyed by a visit from the Hessian
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow Brass Candlesticks;
be forwarded in the mail, except such as are fly.
ing agents.
.
-----Plated Candlesticks for 3s per pair ;
secured by a substantial envelope, and have
A lead mine has been discovered in Eaton,
David Griffith, Portland; Delano & Whit Dutch Looking Glasses for 2S od, mahogany
a legible superscription. If this injunction N. H. on land owned by Gen. James W. Rip
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.
Frame;
J
were strictly observed, the number of fail ley, and it appears to be rich and extensive.
Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMES K^ Steel Yards from 240 to 500 lbs. for about
ures would be greatly reduced.
REMICH, Kennebunk.
half the usual price.
Under no circumstances should any part of
^«Liberal discount to country dealers.
Butts and Screws, Chisels, Gouges, Augers
SHIP
the mail be left on the route, short of its des
HYMENEâl
HEWS June, 1826.
eoply.
Compasses, Brass door Latches,
tination.—This may always be avoided by
Brass door Knockers, Latches very cheap.
Postmasters at the important offices keeping
Door Locks ; Brads of all sizes ;
one or more extra mail bags.
Elegant Snuffers and Trays ; BreadTrays ;
I am, very respectfully, your obedient ser
KENNEBUNK,
t^le enclosure of Esq. Waiters ; Best English Glue, &c. &c.
vant,
JOHN McLEAN.
Libbev, Limington corner, Elegant Looking Glasses ; Brass Fire Setts ;
cleared.
NW on the 20th inst- a HORSE five Live Geese and common Feathers ;
PIRACY.
June 21—New Sloop E^za, of Wells, Ran Jj^^^^years old, dark red, white spot Chairs of different qualities ;
Capt. Cook, of the sch? Vesta, arrived at
kin, for Boston.
in his forehead, and square dock. Whoever Rocking Chairs;
Norfolk, in eight days passage from St.
22d—-Brig Richmond Packet, Emery, Por will give information where said Horse may 1 elegant Boston made Bureau ;
MARRIED—In Greenland, Mr. Stacy to Rico.
J
Georges, Bermuda, informs .that on the 8th
Dressing Tables, &c.
be found, shall be suitably rewarded.
inst. in lat. 35 25, Ion. 69, he was boarded by Hall, to Mrs. Nancy Hickey I
MEMORANDA.
FOREST
JEFFERDS.
In New Ipswich, on the 6th inst. by Rev.
a boat, having an officer, (supposed to be the
Saco, June 26—Ar.schs.Lucjnda, Patrick
Kennebunk, June 23, 1826.
captain) his coxswain, and six men, (one of Mr. Barber, Rev. Joseph W. Clary, of Dover’ New-York ; Young James, Hall, Cohassett
st. Croix RUM ; Cognac and
whom appeared to be an American) armed N. H. to Mrs. Lucy Hall, of the former place’
’ S^1S’ Anj, Shepherd, Norwich ; Fair
In New-London, Mr. Ebenezer Kellogg Polly, Chase, Dennis ; 15th, cld. brig Eunice,
with muskets, pistols, cutlasses, and knives.
American BRANDY ; Old
Operations
on
the
Teeth.
WHISKEY ; Holland GIN ;
This boat proceeded from a Spanish brig of Professor of Mathematics in Williams Col Stevenson, for Norfolk ; Sailed, sch. Yorick
Loaf and Lump SUGAR ; 10
war of 250 to 300 tons, then about 4 miles off, lege, to Miss Susan Coit.
Johnson, Richmond; brig Maine, Nason, N*
In New-Lebanon, N. Y. William Johnson, York.
Bbls, oest Muscovado SUGAR ; Coifee ;
’
which, upon the Vesta heaving in sight, fired
Chocolate ;
a gun to bring her to, and immediately after Esq. aged 15, to Miss Mary Ann Miller, aged
Newburyport, June 17—Ar. sch. Echo,
37.
despatched her boat to board her. These
,
GOOD
Surgeon Dentist from Boston.
Wells, wood ; cld. brig N. Packet
At the Fayette county poor house, in Ma Dunnels,
freeboters robbed the Vesta of nearly all her
Hoyt, St. Domingo; 18th, ar. sch. Hoogly’
espectfully
offers
his
professional
provisions, clothing, books, a bbl. of Lemons, ryland, 25th ult. John Christian, the blind Gernsh, 2o days from St. Johns, P. R.; 21st
services to the Ladies and Gentlemen
anew hawser of about 90 fathoms, oars, and Almanac seller, to Nelly Palmer, both pau sch. Polly, Musso, Saco.
14 cts. lb.
of Kennebunk for seven days only; those
several other articles. They said they were pers, the former 75, the latter 64. A decent
[
Cloves,
Ginger,
Cassia, Nutmegs, Cod Fish,
who
may
have
occasion
for
his
assistance
will
B
oston
,
June
20
—
Ar.
sch.
Maderia
Pack

85 days from Cadiz, but would not tell where dinner was given by Mr. Thornton, the over
et, Page, 30 days from St. Michaels. Left no please to. apply at Mr: Towle’s Tavern. La. N. E. Rum, Molasses, Rice, Cheese,
bound. From there being some corn and seer.
Table Salt, Lemons, Lemon Syrup,
In Paris, 27th April at the Mayor’s Office, American vessels 21st May ; sch. Albion, fr. dies can be waited on at their own houses.
bread in the bottom of the boat, Capt. Cook,
Dr. P. inserts Artificial Teeth, from a sin. Kegs Tobacco, American Gin, Peoper,
\
Cavello. Left no American vessel 21st
supposed that they had been committing de of tne Tenth Ward, and afterwards by the Porto
May.
gle one to a whole set, in the neatest and[ Pimento, Salzeratus ;
predations on some other vessels a short time Rev. President Marron, in the Protestant
most durable manner. Removes the tartar. Best Gennessee Fiour for family use ;
VESSELS SPOKEN.
Church, Mr. Alexis de la Folie, wholesale
previous.
May 15, Ion. 27, Constitution, of Kenne Cleans and renders the teeth white and beau. Sperm Candles, Linseed Oil;
silk merchant of Paris, to Miss Ann Savage
bunk ; May 8, lat. 46, Ion. 32, 30, brig York tiful, if ever so foul or discoloured, without Sicily Maderia, and Lisbon WINE ;
An Outrage, singular as to the motives of Lamberton, New Jersey.
Lord, of Kennebunk, 37 days from Havana,’ the least pain or injury. Braces the relaxed Strong Beer, Maccoboy Snuff, Scythes,
and conduct, of the perpetrator, was comgums, and prevents their bleeding. Plugs, Scythe Snaiths, Shovels, Spades,
.‘
for Amsterdam.
niitted near Elbridge on Friday evening last.
June 8, lat. 40, 56, Ion. 52, 48, ship Morde- and mends Teeth when partially decayed— Nails, 20d, 10d, 8d, 6d, and 4d,;
A young man by the name of Andrew Purdy
prevent^
their
further
decay,
and
renders
Hyson,
Young
H.
and
Souchong
TEAS
;
cab 14 days from Charleston, for Liverpool.
had been in the habit of visiting a ìiouse in
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken29 Tortugas, S. E. by E. 30 lea. Jane, them equally serviceable with sound teeth. Scythe Stones, a superior article for sharpen
habited by a widow Earll, her son and one or
ing Scythes;
nebunk-Port and Vicinity that he has N. York, for Mobile : same day, Orestes, of Extracts broken and decayed stumps, and
two daughters. On the evening stated, he
opened his office in the Bank Building, where
performs every necessary operation on the
Kennebunk.
...ALSO....
was refused admission. Irritated by what he he will attend to all calls in every branch of
teeth and gums.
Crockery,
Glass, and Hollow,
considered bad treatment, Purdy asked his Profession; He boards with Capt. Oliver
N.
B.
His
priceswill
be
moderate,
and
he
Ar. at Baltimore, 16th, brig Cadmus Per
young Earll to come and talk with him, Walker.
will warrant the utility and success of all his
W^RE.
kins, Ponce, P. R. 18.
which he accordingly did. Whilst in conoperations.
Kennebunk-Port, June 17», 1826.
2 Cases Drab and black HATS.
<
Ar. at N., York, 18th, schs. Orlando, TuckJune 24.
’’ Kennebunk, June 9,1826.
>

S: L. OSBORN,

Dry Goods, Groceries,
Hard Ware, Crock
ery, Glass 4»c.

Sheriffs Sale

Save Cost.

Daniel Wise, & Co.

. NEW GOODS,

Salt Rheum.

T

Hard W*are, ¿fc.

Strayed or Stolen

Groceries, &e.

A

Doctor T. Parsons,

R

Doct. MARKOE,

W

COTTON,

TMjE WHEATS.

New and Valuable School Book.
NEW EMETIC.
It cannot be too generally known,
UST published and for sale at
that the best that can be administered
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
to persons who have taken poison, in
LESSONS IN.
causing its ejection from the stomach,
is a strong mixture of soap and water, Simultaneous Reading Spelling and De.
fining. By a Teacher.
given in as large quantities as possible.
The above work is highly recommended.
—ALSO—
It is reported the French are fitting AbridgemenCof Murray’s English Grammar,
a large Squadron at Toulon. Perhaps
as published by the Author. With the
addition of Questions^ &c.
it is bound to Hayti, as affairs with that
LIKEWISE,
island do not appear to be completely
Carmina, or Bridgewater Collection
settled. The cities may be taken, , but Templi
of Sacred Music. Fifteenth edition.
the blacks would retire to the moun A general assortment of Theological Mis
tains and be unconquerable.
cellaneous, School and Classical Books.
Bost. Pal.
May 27:

J

CHRIST IN THE GARDEN.
Rr MRS. REMANS.

He knelt—the Savio?' knelt and pray’d
Mhen but His Father's eye
Looked thro' the lonely Garden's shade,
On that dread agony !
The Lord of All, above—-beneath—•
Was bow'd with sorrow unto death.

The sun set in a fearful hour—
The heavens might well grow dim,
When this mortality had power,
So to o'er shadow Him !
That He who gave man's breath might know,
The very depths of human woe.

New Goods.
ORD & KINGSBURY, have just receiv

ed a prime lot of New Goods, among
L
which are a fine assortment of

American Prints,
which will be sold cheaper than ever.
a new lot of

guage.—By J. Greenleaf.-Improved'
edition. Just received and for sale at
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore
June 10.

Notice

Also,

GENNESSEE FLOUR.
May 20.

EADIES’
■¡W/JOROCCO, Kid, Satin, Prunelle and
IvJL Velveteen

FOR SALE BY

laeghorns,

Several benevolent individuals of
New-York are proposing to send a car
go of flour to the suffering laborers in
1
England.

Grammar Simplified.
OR an ocular Analysis of the English Lan

O. BURNHAM.
May 26.

T^OR Ladies, Gentlemen, and Boys, just
York
received by

<S here given to those indebted to the subscriber previous to the beginning of t| ’
year 1826, that all such demands remaining,
unsettled to the 1st of September next
be put into the hands of an Attorney. ’ 1
BURLEIGH SMART.
Kennebunk, June 16,1826.

H

ths

"¡UTTAVE just, received, and offer far sale at

JlX

prices much lower thanusqal, a.prinie
assortment of

ss. At a court of Probate bolden at
..... CONSISTING OF.....
York in said County, on the 15th day of April,
Light and Dark Prints, a great variety.,
iSib.
On the 1st inst. in Newport, (N. Y.) June 10.
Plain and Fig’d White Cambrick’s ; ’
RDERED, that from and after the first
“ Swiss and Book Muslins;
Samuel Perry, merchant, who had been
day of July next, the Courts of probate Patch Furnitures, Cambrick Muslins; *
inhabitant
of
that
town
for
16
years,
an
He knew them all l^the daubt, the strife,
for this county be holden at the following pla

Superior
Irish Linens ; Long Lawns;
The faint perplexing dread ;
murdered his wife, by cutting her
ces and times, to wit.
Linen Cambricks; Colr’d Cambricks;
The mists that hang o'er parting life,
At Alfred, on the first Tuesday in January. Cotton and Linen Table Damask ;
throat with a large pocket knife, which
JAMES K. REMICH,
All darken'd round His head ;
At Kennebunk, on the first Tuesday in Febru. Cotton, Valencia and Black Silk Vestings;
he
had
taken
from
his
store
the
same
And the Deliverer knelt to pray—
AS for sale, a great variety of .Books ary, and on the.first Tuesday in March, At 'Russia Diapers, Dimoties;
'
Yet pass'd it not, that cup away.
day, as he has since confessed, for the
suitable for instruction and Rewards York, on the third Tuesday in April. At Nankin and Canton Crapes;
purpose of carrying his hellish plan in
in Sabbath Schools—-which will be soldKennebunk,
as
on the second Tuesday in May- Black Italian do. some very superior ;
It pass'd not—tho' the stormy wave
to execution.—He then attempted his low as can be purchased in Boston or else At Limerick, on the first Tuesday in June. “ Silk Bombazeens, broad and naw. I
Had sunk beneath His tread !
from 2s 6d, to 13s 6ds per yard.
ALSO,
At Berwick, on the fourth Tuesday in June.
It pass'd not—tho'to him the grave
own life, but was prevented. He is where.
A large assortment of Quarto, Octavo, and At Kennebunk, on the the third Tuesday in Black Twill’d Silk, extra quality ;
Had yielded Up its dead !
now in prison. He has been in the Duodecimo BIBLES ; Pronouncing and July. At York, on the second Tuesday in Black Sinchaws and Sarsnetts; .
But there was sent Him,from on high,
“ and colr’d Florences ;
common TESTAMENTS, Win
habit lately of getting drunk.
A gift of strength, for man to die.
August. At Alfred, on the first Tuesday in Plaid Silks, Black and colr’d Fig’d Silks;
chell’s Watts, various editions
September.
At
Limerick,
on
the
first
Tues

Brown and'Drab Cambrick, for Bonnets’;
and binding ; Watts’
And was His mortal hour beset
A London paper says, nothing more
day in October. At Kennebunk, on the Black, White, Blue, Pink, Straw, Crimson
Psalms and Hymns, Smith and
With anguish and dismay ?—
third Monday in October. At York, on the
fully proves that Fortune is blind, than
and Brown Press’d Crapes ;
Jones’ Collection ; Young Con
How may We meet vur conflict yet
her giving 50,000/. in prizes to two verts Companion ; Songs of Zion ; Rip- first Tuesday in November. At Kennebunk, Plain and mix’d Stripe Denmark Satin ;
In the dark narrow way ?
u and Striped Cassinett;
How, but through Him, that path who Members of Parliament who voted a- pon’s Hymns ; Kent’s Gospel Hymns, &c. on the first Tuesday in December.
Striped Jeans ; Scotch Derry’s;
JONAS CLARK.
June 10.
trod ?•—
gainst Lotteries.
White, Buff and Drab Striped Drillings;
3m.
Save, or we perish, Son of god I'*
May 6.
White and Scarlet, Silk & Valencia Mantles
from Ws 6d, to 45s.
CURIOUS EXHIBITION.
Scarlet, Valencia Square do.
MARKET SQUARE,
AFFECTION—HER SMILE AND
A travelling showman is exhibiting a
Fancy Silk and Gauze Hdkf’s.;
th? subscribers having been appointed Crape Shawls and Mantles ;
HER TEAR.
collection of nearly 200 Rattle-snakes, HAS just received and offers for sale a Va ^<TE
▼
v
by
the
Hon.
Jonas
Clark,
Judge
of
O what is so beautiful, half to behold,
Gent. Black Italian Cravats;
riety of GOODS cheap for Cash, Bar
at M’Murtie’s tavern, in the tdwn of
As the smile which Affection bestows ?
ter or approved Credit. Among this Variety Probate, to receive and examine the claims of Black Silk, Red, Brown & Yellow Bandanna,
It is sweeter than incense, and brighter than Belvidere, (N.J.)
creditors
to
the
estate
of
and German Silk Hdkf’s.
may be found the following articles, viz
gold,
MARK GOODWIN,
Children’s Silk Flag do.
Blue, Black, and Olive coi’d Broadcloths,
And as soft as the breath of a rose.
late of Lyman, deceased, represented insol Cotton Flag and Turkey Red Hdkf’s.
Red, Yellow and White Flannels,
vent, do hereby give notice that six months are Crape Dresses;
0, it sheds round the heart in its happiest AND CLOTH DRESSING' Bombazetts, Denmark Sattin,
allowed to said' creditors, to bring in and prove White Bobbinett Lace, for Veils;
hour,
Wilmington Stripe, Blue Derry,
rpHE subscribers would inform the public
their claims, and we shall attend that service Black and White Silk Lace for do.
A halo of rapture and love ;
Black
Circassian,
Ladies’ Black, White & Colr’d Kid Gloves;
And divinely it glows' neath the magical IL. that they have removed their Card Light, fancy, Shaded, and Mourning Prints, at the Inn of Benjamin Dudley, of Lyman, on
“
“ and White Silk do.
ing Machines from their former stand, to the
Saturday
the
27th
day
of
May,
and
on
the
last
power
Gent. Beaver do.
opposite side of the river, in the building re Plate Furniture, Brown and Black Linen,
As a gem'neath the light from above ;
Saturday
of
July
and
November,
from
one
o
’

Black and Slate colr’d Worsted Hose;
cently occupied by Nath’l Jefferds; where White and Colored Cambric,
clock till five P. M. on each of said days.
White Cotton do.
If so witching her sm ile, 0 what must be her they will attend to Carding WOOL and Leno, Nett, and Book Muslins, Vestings,
JOHN
GRANT,
(Commit
White and mix’d Half do.
tear ?
Dressing CLOTH in the best manner, and Shawls, Twill’d and fig’d Cravats,
JOHN
MURPHY,
>
sioners.
Black and colr’d Silk and Tabby Velvets;
Bandanna, Siik and Cotton Flag Hdkfs.
Deep, deep in her heart doth it flow !
as CHEAP as any person in the comity.
Handsome Garniture Ribbonds;
- Lyman, May 17,1826.
It is doubly sacred, and doubly dear,
WILLIAM JEFFERDS,
Madras do, Pocket do.,
1 A great variety Common Ribbonds;
JONATHAN KIMBALL.
Being shed in the hour of woe.
Men’s Beaver Gloves, Tapes, Fans,
Silk and Cotton Umbrellas, Parasols,
Kennebunk, June 10, 1826.
Sewing Silk, Twist, Thread,
By Authority of the State of Maine,
Millinetts, Cap Wire, Bonnet Paper,
Both, both are most exquisite I blest is the
Worsted, Woollen and Cotton Hose.
Foundation Muslin;
smile
CUMBERLAND
&■
OXFORD
Artificial Flowers Sc Wreaths, (very cheap);
Which beams in the season ofgladness ;
Factory Goods.
Gimps, Cords, Braides, Tape, etc.
And blest is the tear which can sorrow be
Brown and Bleach’d Sheetings and Shirtings,
CANAL
LOTTERY,
JUST
RECEIVED
BY'
guile,
Tickings, Ginghams, Chocks, Stripes,
Or soften one moment of sadness.
CLASS No. EIGHT.
Warp Yarns from T to 12.
Brown Shirtings from 6d, to 9d per yard;
June 10.
“ Sheetings “ 10d, to Is.
SCHEME.
NEW SONG.
Bleach’d Shirtings and Sheetings;
Knives and Forks, Butts and Screws,
«10,000 Bed Tickings from Is, to 2s 3d, per yard. i
WHEN a poor little maid feels her senses
Brass Buttons, Table and Tea Spoons,
Stripes, Checks ;
astray,
is $5000 Ginghams,
^5000
Trunk, Chest and Pad Locks,
of
prize
1
Satinetts, a variety of colours and prices;
Cannot sleep on her pillow, nor rest all the
a!
Brass and Wood Faucets, Shoe Brushes,
3000
is
1000
of
3
Warp Yarns, Sewing Cotton ;
day,
;
THE subscriber continues to carry on the Coffee mills, Hammers, Curry Combs,
2500 Black and Blue Cassimeres, (cheap);
Seesaformstillptirsueher,do all that she
is
500
5 a of
Carding and Clothing business. He Iron Squares, Rules, Plane Irons, Augers,
'can,
1800 Ladies’ Leghorn Gipsey and Bolivar Hats
200
of
is
haé engaged a first rate workman to superin Files, Gimlets, Door Bolts, Priming Wires,
9
Gents.
4‘
Hats,
And this form should be that of a handsome
a
tend rhe business, one who comes well re Flints, Bread, Shoe, Jack and Pen Knives,
380 Straw & Silk Bonnets ; Hats, Shoes, &c. &.
is
380
of
1
young man.
commended
from
a
respectable
Factory.
—
He
Cl
Scissors.
Iron,
Brass,
Steel
top,
and
Silver
3600 ALSO, a large stock of
is
100
Sly neighbours will whisper then good lackof
36
has three machines for Carding sheep’s Wool,
Thimbles,
cc
a-day !
1800
is
50
of
36
and
has
recently
purchased
new
Cards
which
Snuff Boxes, Glass and Sand Paper,
The poor little maid's in a very sad way.
4680
is
10
468 a of
render them fit for Carding common and Me Fish Hooks, Lines, Wire,
When of all her old friends she begins to rino Wool into ROLLS, in the best manner. Block tin Tea pots, Dividers,
is 18900
5
3780 a of
grow shy.
He intends to card Wool or dress Cloth at as Carpenters’ Compasses, Knitting pins,
The
tickets
in
this
Lottery
are
formed by
Viz, Old RUM- ; St. Crw,
When she speaks very seldom, and speaks low prices as any one in the county. His Beads, Bellows,
the different ternary combinations that can.be
Windward Island and N. E.do.
with a sigh,
present price for carding is four cents per 4d, 6d, 8d, lOd, and 20d, Cut Nails,
made of fortydwo numbers, from 1 to 4 in Ir
Cognac and American BRANWhen tho'witty or wise, she appears like a
pound if paid on delivery, and fifteen cents Pump and Clapper do., Hoes, Shovels,
clusive.—To decide the prizes, on the day of
DY ; Holland and Awe
dunce,
per
yard
for
dressing
doth
of
any
colour,
if
Scythes,(Jno.
Farwell
&
Co.)
And folks wonder what's come to the girl all
drawing, 42 numbers, from 1 to 42 inclusive, GIN; S. Made ria, Sweet and DryMahga,
paid
for
on
delivery
of
the
same.
Scythe Sneaths, &c.
at once,
will severally be deposited in a wheel, and six 1and Catalonia WINES;
ELISHA ALLEN.
old WHISKEY, Common do.
Sly neighbours will whisper then, good lackCrockery
fy
Glass
Ware.
drawn out
There will be 20 tickets having Best
]
Sanford, May 20, 1826.
3W
; Rose, Cinnamon and Anniw
a-day !
on them as a combination, three of the drawn CHERRY
*
Blue printed, Enamel’d and C. C. Plates
CORDIALS ;
The poor little maid's in a very sad way.
numbers ; 540 having two, and 3780 but one .
do.
do. Tea Setts,
Vinegar ;
of the drawn numbers. That ticket having Molasses,
J
Enamel’d Cups and Saucers, C. C.do ,
1 st, 2d, and 3d drawn numbers, will be en r—
Blue printed and Enamel’d qt. pt. and half the
1
THE LAWYER'S PRAYER.
titled to §10,000 ; that having the 4th, 5th, Zb ■
pt. Bowls,
I
Tabacco, Clear Pork, Spew
QRDAINED to tread the thorny ground,
HIS da}7 received, a fresh lot of Ladies’ Pitchers, Mugs, Decanters, Wines,
; and 6th, to §5,000. Those ticketshaving
and dip’d Candles ;
Where few, Ifear, are faithful found,
Leghorn Gipsey and Bolivar HATS,, Tumblers, &c. Also Bottles from 2 qt. to on
( them the 1st, id, and 4th—1st, 2d, and 5th (Sperm Oil, 4d, 6d, 8d, ICd, 12d, 20d, and^
Aline be the conscience void ofblame,
for sale cheap by
half pt.
— 1st, 2d, and 6th, each §i,oqo. Those 1
Cut NAILS; 10d, wrought dp.
The upright heart, the spotless name ;
GREENQUGH & BO DWELL.
having 1st, 3d, and 4th—ist, 3d, and 5th —
The tribute of the widow's prayer,
Sou. Hyson Skin, 7
A«
June 10.
1st, 3d, and 6th—2d, 3d, and 4th—2d, 3d, &
and Young Hyson 5 A &
The righted orphan's greatful tear.
5th,
each
§500.
That
having
the
1st,
4th,
To virtue and her friends, a friend,
Porto Rico, New Orleans and boat
and 6th, will be §380. Those having the ist,
Still may my voice the weak defend !
BRANDY, Holland and Am. GIN,
SUGARS ; Best Genessee Flour,
1
4th,
and
5th
—
ist,
5th,
and
6th
—
-2d,
4th,
and
Ne'er may my prostituted tongue
Old WHISKEY,
very cheap ; Coffee, Cocoa, Pepper, Spice,
A
FEW
Hhds.
prime
third
proof
St.
Croix
5th
—
ad,
5th,
and
6th
—
3d,
4th,
and
5th
—
3d,
Protect the oppressor in his wrong,
Ginger, Cloves, Pearlashes, Sakeratus,
Ta. RUM, by the Hhd. for sale by the
4th, and 6th—3d, 5th, and 6th—2d, 3d, and Salt Petre, Alum, Copperas ;
Nor wrest the spirit of the laws,
subscriber.
To s¿¡.notify a villain's cause !
6th—2d, 4th and 6th, each §200. The thirty- 7 by 9 and 8 by 10 Window Glass;
Cherrvand W.icRUM,
AlsOi two Hhds.
India, Windward Isl Also, N. E. RUN| of a Superior Quality from six tickets having two of the drawn numbers, 1 Farewell’s and Maynard’s Best steel bati
Let others, with unsparing Jiand,
and RUM, ad and 3d proof 1 Pipe superior
Scatter their poison through the land I
and those two the ist, and 2d drawn numbers
Scythes, warranted.
the Kennebunk-Port Distillery,
American New-York BRANDY. 5 Barrels
Infame dissention, kindle strife,
will each be groo. The thirty-six tickets Scythe Sneath’s ; Hoes ; Filberts;
Cider,
Laird’s Porter, Vinegar,
And strew pith ills the path of life.
American GIN. 5 Chests best Souchong Lemons and Lemon Syrup,
having the 5th, and 6th drawn numbers, will Hard and Soft Shell’d Almonds;
On such her gifts let fortune shower,
TEA.
B. PALMER.
each be §50. All others having any two of English Walnuts, Oil Nuts, Shagbarks;
Brown
and
Loaf
Sugar,
Chocolate,
Coffee,
Add wealth to wealth, and flower to power.
May a;.
the drawn numbers, will be prizes of §10. Smyrna, Sultana, Malaga & Box Raisins,&cMolasses,
Old
and
Young
Hyson,
Souchong,
On me mayfavouring heaven bestow,
Those having in their combination any one Together with a general assortment a
Hyson
Skin
and
Bohea
TEAS,
That peace which good men only know /
ef the drawn numbers will be prizes of §5.
Pepper,
Ällspice,
Cinnamon,
Cloves,
The joy ofjoySi by few possessed,
The blanks are those tickets which have not
Nutmegs, Ginger, Starch, Saleratus,
The eternal sunshine of the breast.
either of the drawn numbers. No ticket which Table Knifes and Forks, all prices.
Mill-pond Street, also, in Front Street, op Cask and Box Raisins,
Power, fame, und riches, I resign,
“
do.
shall have drawn a superior prize can be enti Desert
Thepraise of honesty be mine,
English and American Soap, Copperas,
posite J, G. Perkins.
Bread Knifes ;
That friends may weep, the worthy sigh.
tled
to
an
inferior
one.
Prizes
subject
to
a
TT1TAS just received and is now opening an Alum, Rotten Stone, Sponge, Camphor,
Single and Doubled Blade Pen & Pocket do.
And poor men bless me when I die !
Dr, J. P. Whitwell’s celebrated Liquid Opo deduction of 15 per cent, and payable in 60 Shoe do. Chissels, Gouges, Augurs,
JOL —extensive assortment of—
days after the drawing in bank bills generally Butts and Screws ;
deldoc, Head Ache Snuff,
Eye Water, Cough Drops and Stomachic: current in this state. Prizes not demanded in Single and Double Plain Irons;
VÄRXEWlT,
Bitters, Lees’ and Jarvis’ Pills,
one year after the drawing will not be paid. Hand Saws, Back do. Compass do.
which he will sell at a small advance for Cash Castor Oil, Epsom Salts, Sulpher,
This class will be drawn as soon as the sale of Brass and Japan’d Knob Locks, Closet, do,
POISONS.
or Barter, only.
Court Plaster, &c.
Cupboard do. Trunk and Pad do.
tickets will justify it.
A memoir has'been read before the
...CONSISTING OF...
Brass and Japan’d Latches, Knob do.
A'lso, Pork, Flour, Rice, Fish,
Portland, March 3, 1826.
Academy of Medicine at Paris, giving English, American, and W. I. Fine Table Salt, Coarse do., Sieves, Buckets,, Tickets and parts in the above splendid Commodes and Commode Knobs ;
Handles, Trunk, do.
an account of a series of experiments GOODS and GROCERIES. Macaba Snuff, Spanish Sc American Cigars,, Scheme, in a great variety of numbers, may Rose
Fig and Pig tail Tobacco of a good quality, be obtained at JAMES K. REMICH’S Book Cloak Pins, Cupboard Turns;
made by Dr. Barry, by which he as ALSO, a large assortment of SHOES, of Powder and Shot.
store. Persons holding small prizes in the Brass Hat Hooks ; John Barbours Rai^
Mill and Hand Saw Files ;
certained—1st, that the immediate ap superior quality.
SHOES, in a great Variety of Numbers and last class, signed by any vender in Portland, Wood and Horse Rasps ;
plication of a cupping-glass to a poison WASTTEB, One Thousand cords of
are
invited
to
call
and
exchange
them.
Quality.
Iron and Brittania Table Spoons ;
¡17“Orders by mail (post paid) enclosing1
ed wound will prevent the absorption Oak, Maple or Pitch Pine WOOD.
“ Brittania and Plated Tea do.
cash or prize Tickets, will be promptly at' Iron and Brass Candlesticks;
of the poison ; 2d, that a cupping-glass, Kennebunk port, June 2, 1826.
tended to, if addressed to
Handsome Plated do. at 3s per Pair;
Common writing Paper, Letter do.,
applied even alter the poison has be
J. & J. DUNN, Portland, or
Warranted Steelyards, weight from w
HAXES
WLKEK, Ink Powder, Quills, Lead Pencils, Wafers,
gun to be absorbed, will arrest the pro
J. K. REMICH, Kennebunk.
500;
Pocket
Books,
Wallets,
Pocket
Combs,
HAVE FOR SALE.
gress of the absorption ; and 3d, that
• Japan’d Lamps, Brads, Tacks;
Slates and Pencils, Gold Breast Pins,
Shovel and Tongs, some as low 3s.
ft CASKS of Thomast°n UME of
after the cupping-glass has remained a
Elastic Knitting Pins by the grocc, v ’
w’ a superior quality.
LOTTERY TICKETS, in all the authori
certain time, the poison may be remov
I
cheap, 8cc. &c.
—
ALSO
—
'
'WX7"ARRANTED
Cast
Steel,
with
rivetted
zed
Lotteries,
in
a
variety
of
num

ed from the surface, and all unpleasant
Likewise a good assortment
vv
Eyes, for sale by
bers, for sale as Usual, on
consequences averted, by simply wash
Hollow Ware and Cro.A^
good terms.
L JEFFERDS.
[ June W,
ing the part with a little water.
at the moderate price of §5 per
Kennebunk-Port; May w.
KdKncbuiik-Port, May 2^, 18'26.

O
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Commissioners’ Notice.

More New Goods,

Domestic Goods.

Hard Ware.

And Cloth Dressing.

W. India Goods ml
Groceries.

Fresh Leghorns.

<COTTON,
(W

T

VY India Goods and

Saint Croix Hum.

a

GROCERIES.

Hard Ware, ^c.

BENJ. BOURN,

New broods,

Stationary.

Bisbees Hoes.

Gennessee Flour,

JAÎ

Q.ppOSl'f

Summer Goods.

O. BURNHAM.

Sabbath Schools
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